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This book does well at examining the role of priestesses throughout the ages, from the beginning of recorded human
history. The author compares ancient times to present times' rise of feminine roles in religion.

I invite you to honor your own Inner Priestess and allow magic and miracles to show up in your life! Coloring
this with the colors that called to me helped me connect to her even more! This is the part of me that is wise
and powerful, yet also loving and compassionate. She has a good balance of the Sacred Feminine and the
Sacred Masculine: She is very connected to Spirit and to all of nature. She knows the importance of joy and of
self-care. This part of me has been growing stronger and more present in my day-to-day life. Life is so rich
and wonderful when I live as my authentic soul-self; my Priestess-self. I then can trust in my deep knowings. I
see the beauty in all things. I have faith in Spirit and the Divine plan, and believe in magic and miracles. I
have had so many amazing experiences that some people might think are just coincidences. Or they might
rationalize the experience with some logical explanation. I choose to see the everyday magic and miracles
happening around me. The more I do this, the more that shows up. Some show up as lovely, simple things:
Other magical experiences have been: I called to the angels, asking my boys to do the same, and when I
looked at the gas gauge, there was now enough to get us to a gas station. I feel that whales and dolphins are
such beautiful and amazing beings, and I was so excited! I sent love from my heart to the whales, letting them
know that I would be so honored to see them. I sensed that we would indeed find some whales, so I sent more
love and thanks to the whales. We finally saw some quite a bit away, spraying water from their spouts. My
heart was so excited! One of the whales started swimming in our direction, coming closer and closer to our
boat. When it was directly in front of us, it jumped up and out of the water! The whale swam back and forth in
front of our little boat, and a couple times turned and waved a fin at us. It was so amazing to look into his eye
as he did this; we were definitely connecting to each other. My Priestess self tuned in to my whale friend and
heard that he was honoring me back. Soon, he left to join the other whales. Oh, what an amazing,
heart-bursting experience! I found some fears were coming up around stepping out in a bigger way with my
work, so I started doing some clearing and releasing work on myself that I do with clients. Soon, Spirit, my
angels and nature stepped in to assist. A line of birds started flying across the ocean, more and more and more
of them. As I tapped and watched them, I sensed that they were helping me: These birds started landing upon
the water and there were now hundreds of birds sitting in a group in front of me, letting me know that there are
so many people out there just waiting for me. I was guided through a visualization process of letting my Inner
Priestess expand out through my entire being: I put my physical feet into these etheric shoes and walked
around my hotel room in them. They felt a little big and I was a little wobbly, but all I needed was some time
to get used to them. Such a powerful message about stepping more into my Priestess self and a bigger aspect
of my work! Soon, the huge group of birds started flying in a line again, but this time going the opposite
direction in front of me; feeling like they were now bringing gifts to me: When the visualization and process
felt complete, I physically felt taller and stronger. It was such a gift! And I knew in that moment that I was to
take other women through this same process for embodying their Inner Priestess. I feel it is important to keep
some of our childlike wonder alive, trust that Spirit showers us with gifts, honor the sacred in every moment,
and acknowledge and show gratitude for the magical experiences that are part of our everyday lives. Wishful
thinking is the gateway to magic and miracles! However, there are those times when life brings challenges and
I get pulled out of my Priestess state. I worry, get stressed, and get overwhelmed. And soon my Priestess self
comes forward again and helps me through the rough times. She helps me see the humor in the situation, or to
trust the deeper healing in the situation, or to access my inner wisdom about steps to take or how to view the
situation. I have visualized my Inner Priestess standing tall on a hill, with me standing right next to her. We
have not become one yet, but I trust in the process and know that we are close to it. So, I invite you to allow
your Inner Priestess to come forward more and more in your everyday life. Trust her; honor her. And you will
be on your way to becoming one with her, living a life filled with magic and miracles.
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The High Priestess is the embodiment of the Feminine Energy. She represents balance and the ability to embrace the
law of duality. She is the veil that stands between you and the deeper depths of your psyche. Only those who
understand this and have been in practice of embracing the shadow aspects of.

I was a very expressive little girl who connected with various Disney princesses from my youth. It was the
biggest compliment I could have ever received. That person failed me in so many ways however I loved them
because, despite their flaws, I saw a strong person who was approaching the world in an unorthodox manner.
Their struggle was how the dealt with their ego and expressed who they truly were despite everything they
were ever told. It was the moment when I truly faced my abyss. From that moment on, I had to prove only to
myself whether I was a princess or not and what the definition of that meant to me. So, I went back to a time
when it did. Let me take you on a journey of my life through a Disney cartoon named Moana. Once, I was an
innocent warrior. The natural world spoke to me. Long ago, I had a very clear vision of the Gods and
Goddesses and spirituality. I saw everything in nature and loved it so much. I was a Pagan from my birth, and
more than that, I was a spiritualist. Then came the relationship with my father. He was a mathematician, a
talented business man, an engineer and a leader. He taught me everything he knew to help me become a
leader. He did that very well. He always encouraged me to make my own decisions. There were many things
he did wrong. One of them was substituted true love and compassion for food. It was his undoing and
eventually lead to him dying of complications of diabetes. After he passed away, I was so angry and sad. I
spent my entire life telling my dad that eating sugar and junk food would kill him and watched the entire
process unfold. My father died in my arms. I always felt I could have done more. I kept that guilt inside of me
my entire life. There was an antidote, however. Something to believe in that I could challenge my moral
compass against to test myself. Prove myself as a warrior. I pursued Paganism much the way Moana did in the
movie. I went to a place called Siesta Key Drum Circle and it challenged my entire belief system. I learned
how to dance there as if no one was watching â€” however, some one was watching and it was a Goddess. Her
name was Kali Ma. And thus began the dance against my ego. I told the Goddess I wanted the strongest
connection possible with Her. I started having dreams about trees for some strange reason. Much like
Grandmother leading Moana into the cave to discover the origins of Her people, I had a guide who pulled me
into the forest to discover what I had lost during my adolescence and death of my father. A vision of what was,
what is and what could be filled me every time I walked through a stream, down a rock road, picking crystals
and laughing in the sunlight and slogging through the muddiest places to find the biggest bullfrog and name
him the King of the Frog tribe. The experience not only profoundly changed me on the inside, it was also my
altar that changed and thus my connection to the Gods and the spiritual plane. This guide was powerful and
the path with her lead me to another beautiful place. My first words to him were how I was a student of the
Goddess Kali. He accepted that challenge and became my teacher because I was listening to the lesson. A
teacher who showed me my ego by challenging everything I said. I fought him every step of the way until I
realized what he was saying was true. I recognized it, accepted it whoever I had no way of expressing it. I
taught myself based on a working model of truth because I had no working model of this from childhood. I
continued to study. I had many teachers on this path. I may not have always understood the lessons however
the truth is that they were there. It was my ego that showed me a distorted image. I responded to that distorted
image. One day, everything began to crumble. The earth shook and quaked and the teachers I had were
suddenly gone. I isolated myself and went to the spiritual plane to look for answers. Like Moana, I went to the
realm of Tamatoa with Maui, the lessons of my spiritual teachers and faced a mirror image of myself. It
caused me to reevaluate my entire life. At the core level, my connections to this world and the spiritual plane
began to reform like roots from a tree. In fact, I even had a Grandmother to guide me. I doubted if I was able
to do it at first. She was an old lady, a true soul in the form of a timeless Apple tree. A tree that stood for love
â€” the one thing I had been substituting my entire life with so many other things. She taught me that love,
emotions, in general, are tools to use, not weapons to destroy us as long as we made the conscious choice to
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use them for the right reasons. I went back to the limitless childhood of my past and found that the rainbows,
glitter, sparkles, unicorns, and nature were all right there. I had the right ideas from birth and conditioning had
prevented me from seeing that truth. So I shared with everyone else a way for them to connect with Gods to
see something in themselves. The positive, the negative, all of it reflects our connection and view of the Gods
and the divinity that exists within ourselves. Once we acknowledge that, we truly become students of the Gods
we serve and that serve us. Now I had a way to unite my Tribe. Some one called me a princess and it hurt my
feelings. They did not do that to hurt me personally. They called me out and saw that I was a princess and I
got upset by something that once brought me great joy and pride. That was the real issue, my outlook on
princess made me take a statement and turn it into an attack. She is not a monster. She fights monsters and that
leaves a mark on a person. If I am true to Kali, should I not be true to another Sister in that same battle? The
issue began with me so it ends with me. It does not define me if I chose it not to define it. My heart was stolen
and the only monster I was facing was myself. Once I learned that I walked right up to the people I once saw
as monsters, in memory or in life, and I confronted them and acknowledged their divine connection. Just like
people dismiss cartoons as fantasy, they can choose to acknowledge the lessons wherein and apply them to
their own lives. I made the choice and I know I can convince more people. I just need to sit, reflect on these
lessons and the answer will be clear. I return to my Tribe with a message and the tools to help anyone who
asks for it. I have my answer now. The Gods are everywhereâ€¦and I know the way. Most people usually think
that Disney movies have a good message but they sometimes lack the understanding of why those tales have
the profound impact that they do. What we allow our children to watch without context to can speak volumes
of our character. Children do not have context so to them, everything is true or false. If something makes some
one happy or is a substitute for happiness, then it becomes true or good. If something makes us sad or is a
substitute for expressing our sadness, it becomes truth. Substituting one emotion for another is one of the
personality traits of some one with mental illness. As a person who has never allowed herself to be defined as
mentally ill, this is my journey through the path of Moana â€” a girl, a princess I could finally relate with and
use as a working model to cure myself of my illness. Now that I am fully aware of my pain and not ignoring it
by substituting other things, I am cured because now the only path is forward. I am a Princess and a Priestess
and I am proud to be both. At the time of my writing this, I am currently watching Moana with my own
children. Teaching them that the biggest battle you have to fight is with yourself. Share this how you see fit,
comment with your battle and be at peace with your decisions.
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Journey of the Priestess has 5 ratings and 1 review. Araminta said: I appreciate books that attempt to validate research,
and this book certainly referen.

Shakti Shop Anywhere, in your own time, at your own pace Do you have the sense that there is a greatness
inside you waiting to be realised? Do you have creative ideas longing to become manifest? Are you ready to
get out of your own way, come out of hiding and come into your evolutionary offering? Who are the
priestesses? The priestesses are the leaders, the creatives, the way-showers, those who have stepped outside
the status quo. We are the messengers from outside the matrix showing a new way, for the dawning of this
new day. The priestess is the artist who has lost herself in her art, she is the writer who has let go and allows
the words flow through her like they are coming from somewhere else, she is the mindless dancer, the
singer-songwriter who shifts consciousness through the embodiment of her pure emotions and conscious
lyrics, and she is a leader and a voice for change. She is a voice for the Sacred Feminine, a voice for Shakti
who has no voice. So she offers her voice, her skills, her body to her. She is of service to the awakening for
humanity, she co-creates with The Divine Mother. The priestess is living in her greatness and in her greatness
she is truly humble, she has died to all the illusions of self-importance, the need to be seen. The achievement
of fame or recognition is not what moves her. Her desire to serve love, create and inspire others to awaken and
connect to Divine Mother is what fuels her passion as she knows in the deepest part of herself that is the only
thing that will save humanity and this earth at this time. What has it cost us to be disconnected from the
Mother? Mourning Due â€” Autumn Skye We are living in a time of imminent global crisis. We all feel it.
The disconnection from ourselves, our humanity, nature and the pure love of the Divine Mother. We have
been creating without the Divine Mother for over five thousand years and it has led us on the path of planetary
destruction, war, mental health issues, broken families and communities, isolation, poverty and an education
system that breeds sheep and work slaves for the matrix. The changes that need to come about to sustain and
create the new earth will only happen when enough of us remember and actualise our higher calling and begin
to co-create with the Divine Mother again. Who and what are you serving by staying small and dimming your
light? The Prodigal Daughter â€” Autumn Skye This is not the time to hide or stay small, it is our time to rise
and shine as women. It once cost us our lives to live in embodiment of our sacred feminine life force, and so
we did what we needed to do to survive. It is time for the Sacred Feminine to rise now. Our planet and our
people need us. We are living in incredible times, where life is constantly inviting us to reclaim the
magnificence of our souls and live our greatest life. We are being asked to step up to create the new myth of
humanity, to embody the awakened feminine and live a life guided by our passion and soul presence. The
Awakening â€” Autumn Skype Morrison Books, courses, strategies for the mind or transcendental strategies
to leave your body. Anything to avoid the human experience and deny your role on this planet. The return to
The Divine Mother is the return to life. She is the ecstatic bliss that resides inside of all of us, beckoning us to
surrender and open to the love that we are. A time when you have to get yourself down on to your knees and
declare defeat. All that has come before has just been a bunch of strategies, techniques, bypasses or escape
routes. Who you really are. Any less is no longer acceptable. Developing a relationship with the Divine
Mother is the foundation for any authentic spiritual practice and real transformation. It is a connection, a bond,
and a deep soul contract that supports you to live as love in the world, to act as love, and to relate as love. But
in order to do her work, you have to ready yourself. Drop all ego and let her shine through you because she
will burn away any obstacles in her way. Your stories, your excuses, your limiting beliefs and unhealthy
habits. All of these stop her, and you, from doing the work. She is a force that comes down into our bodies and
out into our lives. She a ferocious love and total devotion, supporting us to create a new future for humanity,
and birth the New Earthâ€¦ What is the 21 day Priestess Practice? The pathâ€¦ The path of the Priestess is a
path of devotion to the Mother in all her forms, she has always served the Goddess and knows that her body is
sacred, the body is her temple for the Divine, she claims her womb as a gateway to embodying the Shakti
power of the Divine Mother Goddess within her. We are calling out to the priestesses to remember their way.
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By practicing with Divine Mother we will come to the deep inner silence to listen to our deep feminine
wisdom voices again. Our practice with the Divine Mother takes us into our wombs where lies the seed of our
creative genius. The invitationâ€¦ You are invited to enter into a sacred alchemical crucible, an incubation
chamber of remembrance. Where you will be inspired and held to sprout your dream seeds, to activate your
soul codes and to come into your greatness. We will commit to daily prayer to embody shakti as the Divine
Mother to lift our vibration and come to deep stillness and inner peace. The Divine Mother is a holding power
of love she is calling us to our larger life. She is calling us to rise and stand in our power, fearlessly,
unashamedly. She nurtures our exhausted bodies tired from living a life that is not truly ours and gently
nudges us back onto the path of our soul. She calls us to return to the deep silence in our wombs so we can
truly listen to the subtle voice and call of our soul. She will support us to remove the masks that we put on the
survive to reveal our true soul. What will I get out of the 21 day practice? This practice is about dropping the
search outside of ourselves and coming in, coming home. Through this practice you may experience: Deep
inner stillness, peace and trust in the nuances of life. Deep inner connection and the capacity to listen and act
upon your feminine intuitive knowing. Self love, self compassion and self acceptance. Ecstatically lifting your
vibration taking you from mundane fear based thoughts to positive thoughts anchored in the highest
possibilities for your life. Inner transformation of false ego identities and wounded patterns that have shrouded
your authentic soul essence, that have been holding you back from stepping into your power and offering your
gifts. Inspiration and deep inner permission to share your creative visions and dreams. Return to grace of
living in alignment as you co create with the Divine Mother aspect of the Sacred Feminine. It is known in
many traditions that 21 days is needed to embody a new practice and open new evolutionary pathways of
being. We will journey together with hundreds of women all over the planet with daily content, prayer and
practices. The Priestess Path The priestess path is not an exclusionary spiritual practice, it is the embodied
feminine way that embraces all aspects of our lives. Everything is sacred and relevant on our return to the love
of the Divine Mother. If you hear the call you can walk this path whoever you are, wherever you are, whatever
your circumstance. The Priestess Circle The priestess circle is an evolutionary sisterhood. Together we are
co-creating a new earth founded on feminine principles and calling each other into our highest authentic
embodiment of truth. We support each other wholeheartedly. We celebrate our many expressions of the sacred
feminine and release jealousy, judgement and competition. We rise by lifting each other up. Welcome, please
come and take your place in our ever-growing circle of women and participate in a sacred feminine path that
leads you back home to your true self. How does it work? The Priestess Practice 21 Day Immersion that starts
immediatly as soon as you register. That day you will receive your first email, and you will be invited to join
our closed Priestess Practice online group. Once a day you will receive a short email with a new practice,
sometimes written, sometimes an an audio recording or a video or an inspirational poem to keep you inspired
and on track. There will be three main guided course sessions with Leyolah throughout the 21 days. These are
recordings of teachings, transmissions and practices with Leyolah to deepen your embodiment as an
Evolutionary Priestess to deepen your exploration of the transformation and higher guidance available when
you connect to the Divine Mother. In between the main course sessions you will practice on your own.
Leyolah will be available to answer questions and be available for guidance. How much time do you need to
dedicate to the immersion? You can dedicate as much time as you desire. To do a little practice is better than
nothing and many of the practices can be integrated into your daily life. In the path of the priestess we learn to
respond to our worldly active lives in a sacred ways. By committing to the field you enter into a shakti field,
an alchemical crucible, a container for activation and transformation that does not depend on how much you
do or do not do, your willingness to connect and participate is everything. Is this for you? The priestess is the
mother, the wife and the lover, the office worker, the artist in her studio the dancer on the dance floor, the
teacher in the schools, the healer, the counsellor, the friend and the carer. She is a visionary bringing the
sacred back to her work place, her family, her home and her community. Evolutionary Sisterhood We meet in
a shared dedication to evolutionary sisterhood to calling each other out to rise. Praise for Leyolah What
women are saying from previous courses with Leyolah. Her course is cutting edge, and will support you to
move through all the areas you have been stuck, or experiencing un-serving patterns on your spiritual path. At
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moments, the work was very radical for myself, yet Leyolah was able to lovingly guide me through these
unchartered waters, and out of my comfort zone. She is calling like the Bride in the Song of Solomon, wooing
us to return to love, to the the beautiful verdure of the Garden. Leyolah Antara is one of the voices for this
awakening and healingâ€¦ My deep respect to Leyolah and others who are doing this work. She is a teacher
and practitioner with great integrity, commitment and longing for wholeness in our world. With so much love
and appreciation and the wish to cross paths again.
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For as long as I can remember I have always connected and resonated with Mary Magdalene. My mother having a huge
bible with beautiful gold encrusted pictures of many of the biblical characters.

The High Priestess introduces you to the next path on the seventy-eight passageways of growth, this
continuous cycle of change which will lead you to new opportunities that are just waiting to be explored. She
brings you into the journey of intuition to connect with your higher-self the whisperer. This journey is related
to the time when you need to stop what you are doing and remain still so you can learn how to trust your
instincts. You need to quiet the chatter in your mind to hear a message from the whisperer to understand a
mystery, learn the direction you need to take, or to make a decision. A message will be revealed to you from
your higher-self the keeper of secrets, hidden wisdom and intuitive powers to help you make the right
decision. The higher-self holds secret knowledge that is stored in the subconscious waiting to be revealed to
you through your intuition, dreams, hunches, gut feelings, prayers and meditations, but the higher-self
absolutely needs your unfailing trust to be able to protect you on your journey. Your intuitive guide will help
you fulfill your potential when you learn how to wait patiently to connect with your intuitive powers. You will
begin to trust your your intuition and resolve your confusion. Waiting is not easy, but making the right
decision is sometimes more difficult than waiting. Your subconscious where the higher-self resides will reveal
a secret message to you and bring you into a "Divine Moment! The High Priestess is enumerated 2. Her path is
associated with the time of waiting for the divine moment when a secret will be revealed to you. This number
is related to making a choice. Making the right choice is not easy, but making the wrong choice could result in
a karmic situation or troubled times. The number 2 is also related to the time when your intuition is pulled in
two different directions. You are asked to wait for the divine moment when you get a thumbs up from your
higher-self to make the right decision! The Element of Water: The High Priestess is associated with the Moon
the keeper of secrets, hidden wisdom and intuitive powers. During the changing phases of the Moon, you may
receive mixed messages between your heart and your head - The Red Flag alerting you that something is
wrong! You trust your intuitive guide and will wait patiently until you receive a message from your intuition,
hunches, visions, dreams, meditations and prayers. You will not take a risk or put your plans into action.
Rather, you will lay low and wait until you get a thumbs up from your higher-self. You do not want to be
alone and wait patiently because you feel restless and are unable to wait for a message from your higher-self.
The High Priestess predicts an important event may occur within the next 30 days.
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Journey of the Priestess: The Priestess Traditions of the Ancient World: A Journey of Spiritual Awakening and
Empowerment by Asia Shepsut () on www.nxgvision.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.

Scroll down to content Home Welcome to my site. This is a personal project. Watching all of this grow and
thrive has been amazing and I am so grateful for the gifts the Dark Lords have blessed me with. This is a page
that is more about me. My accompaniments, my projects, my works in progress. Its a page more about me. A
homepage section This is an example of a homepage section. Homepage sections can be any page other than
the homepage itself, including the page that shows your latest blog posts. About me Who am Iâ€¦ I have
searched and sought the answer to this for yearsâ€¦ I am a daughter of the sublime darkness. I am one who is at
home with demons and who finds solace as the sun sets and as the dawn rises. I am home in the twisted nether
of the dark spiritual world and I find joy out of opposing views and challenges to my knowledge. I love to
learn new things and I am passionate about learning about new ideas and ways of thinking. I have a passion
for perspective and understanding the unique and various perspectives that are out there. I call myself a
Demonosopher because it fits my path. Many would classify me as a Theistic Satanist. It is not a title I am
opposed to, though unlike many Satanists I do not hate Christians and enjoy debating with them when the
opportunity presents itself. I believe that the spiritual world is big enough for all faiths and paths and that the
individual much honour the self and find where their heart calls to them. I also believe that ones spiritual path
must not dominate and take away from their experience in the physical plane. It must compliment it and assist
the individual with embracing their physical life here. It is a lesson I had to learn and it is one of the most
important lessons I had to learn. I am a mother, a sister, a daughter, a granddaughter. I am a wife and lover of
the darkness. I am a demonosopher which means I walk with and learn from Demons. I am High Priestess of a
Coven of amazing women who I am so honoured to walk with. I am an author, an artist, one who loves to
bend and mould my body. This is my journey and my story. I am a women who my whole life fought with the
balance of the spiritual and the physical world. I was born with psychic abilities and also an ability to leave
this plane and explore and travel other realms and dimensions. This often left me ungrounded and incapable of
fully functioning in this world. I was a happy child who enjoyed life with spirit companions and friends. My
teenage years were challenging as was forced to find a balance between living in this physical plane and
embracing my spiritual abilities. It was a battle I am proud to say I won. I am the mother to two beautiful and
amazing boys and the wife of an amazing and supportive husband. I love my path and I love what I do. I walk
with demons and learn from them. I live a very spiritual life perfectly balanced with my physical existence. I
have walked with demons my whole life, even before I knew what a demon was I worked with them. I are up
beside them and it is through those experiences in may youth that I cultivated a lifelong passion for demoness
and the spiritual darkness. It is where my heart finds home. I have spent my life walking with then, learning
about them and now sharing them with those who are interesting to learn. I have had challenges in my life but
it is there demons who have always pulled me through and walked with me through the darkness time. They
inspired me to create Satan and Sons and walked with me every step of the way building it and crafting it.
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Journey to Avalon: Walking the Path of the Priestess is an immersive experience presented over the course of seven
Moons. The program provides the seeker with lessons, workings, tools, and creative projects in support of connecting
with, and birthing forth, the Inner Priestess â€” one who gives of herself in service to self, service to society.

Registration Opens December 1st. You are the Medicine Carrier. The Mystic and Sage, the Priestess and
Shaman. The Wild Woman, the Wise One. We are the living temple. The Shamanic Priestess Mentorship is a
refined distillation of the most essential, powerful and necessary tools and technologies that I learned,
integrated, and created in almost twenty years study, exploration and experience in the subtle and shamanic
realms. If you feel called toâ€¦ Experience a more connected way of Being and living Remember who you
really are Awaken and refine your Vision and Inner Sight Connect to the Earth in a dynamic way Connect to
your Guides, Star Family, and Teachers Heal Ancestral wounds and shadow beliefs Clear old energies
yourself and others Experience more creativity, sexual aliveness and vitality Then I invite you to join us in the
Shamanic Priestess and Magi Mentorship Program. This is a deeply personal and profound journey that is
tailored to you and the areas you are looking to expand in. It is a profound journey into the realm of the Self
and Spirit. We do not just stay to the upper Cosmic Realms but also dive deep into what hold us back as well.
In this three month program you will receive: Theme and energies will be different each month Bonus
recorded classes with special guests past topics have included crystal grid work and astrology An E workbook
with written material and prompts that go with the program Daily prayer and energetic support from me
Program Overview: This where our power lies. Here will be safety and support as you navigate and
incorporate the places that keep you from embodying your truest most radiant Self. One private session and a
discount for extra support. We will then begin with an energetic snapshot of what is happening in your energy
bodies at the present time and what your Guides have to say. This can be in the form of sound work, advanced
energy medicine, shamanic tools and more. We will spend the last part going over and practicing a tool or
technique to integrate into your life to walk the path of an awakened soul and priestess. My journey of creating
this mentorship The time is now. The consciousness of the program is the guiding force and has raised the bar
in so many ways inviting souls who are a full bodied yes to their own healing, embodiment, and awakening. It
is clear, working with groups of powerful souls is key to anchoring the new consciousness here â€” on this
planet, in our bodies, in our hearts, and in our lives. I am humbled and in awe at this process of walking the
path of evolutionary consciousness and Love embodied. To schedule a discovery call, click below:
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Chapter 7 : The High Priestess â€“ FreeBird Journeys
A Priestess is the embodiment of Infinite Love, Strength and Wisdom. She has the ability to heal others, to find personal
happiness and inner strength and to be a lantern to illuminate the possibilities of the future.

What is a Priestess? She is a woman awake in her femininity and the power of the Goddess in her body
temple. She is a spiritual activist doing the work of the Divine in the world. A seeker, a mystic, a poetess, a
dancer, a lover, a warrior, a mother, a sorceress, a crone, the Priestess allows all of the ways of the Lady to
live in her. She is a revolutionary force of kindness and compassion and strength and fortitude. Dancing with
the elements, she practices self-love as a devotion to the Goddess. She is still and moving at the same time.
From her connection to Source, she is a beacon of spirit and soul, radiating blessings around her and
enlivening any being who comes into contact with her. Everyone is the artist of their lives, and the Priestess is
trained to become a devotional artist of service and healing. She is rooted in her internal relationship with
spirit and from there she can do inspired work in the world. A priestess can be a healer, a stay-at-home mother,
a teacher, a CEO, a hermit; the particular expression of her service is as unique as each woman on the Path.
When a woman reclaims this archetype, she enters into seriously playful intimacy with the powers that create
our lives. She frees herself from the domesticated mind and roams purposefully in the wilds of her heart,
letting her authentic nature guide her. She cultivates her life as a practical mystic, being a leader by her radical
choice to fully inhabit her feminine nature. The Priestess is a pillar of support and a chalice of guidance as
humanity writes this next chapter of the Great Story. It will open the portal of your heart, deepen your
knowing of your purpose, and expand your reality. The program is designed as an experiential mystery school,
with all studies based in the Western Mystery Tradition and indigenous shamanic practices of Europe and the
Americas. This is education that develops your direct intuitive knowledge of Sourceâ€¦ it is an answer to the
wild invitation of the imaginal landscapes where reality is sung into being. We can develop relationship with
self and nature to such a degree that we can fully realize our embodiment of this realm and live it in our
communities. This is where true magic happens. Metamorphosis The first year is about a radical reorientation
in your life. A year of unbecoming, of healing, and of letting go of paradigms that limit perception and
possibility. It is a year of developing kinship with the natural world and intimacy with yourself. It will
dismantle the structures of self that are ready to die so that your soul can be liberated and shine in all its glory.
It is about softening and receptivity. Learning the wheel of the year through rituals that honor and celebrate the
8 High Holy Days Connecting with guides, plant, animal and spiritual allies Introduction into the Magical Arts
Meditations to open perception a balance of active guided journeys and receptive Sacred Silence meditations
Movement classes to free consciousness in the body Solitary and group exercises to increase psychic
sensitivity and develop intuition Establishing relationships with the elements: Mastery This second spiral
around the seasons takes you further into the dance of co-creation. As we walk the Path, the rhythm of nature
teaches us through the alchemy of repetition. This is one of the powerful teachings of Time and Space.
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Chapter 8 : The Journey of the Priestess
The Priestess Path Program The Priestess Path is an incomparable journey of personal growth and spiritual evolution. It
will open the portal of your heart, deepen your knowing of your purpose, and expand your reality.

My mother having a huge bible with beautiful gold encrusted pictures of many of the biblical characters. I sat
for hours and read and gazed at the beautiful pictures depicted of each saint. My connection to Jesus was a
very strong one as well and would prove even stronger as I had my adult spiritual encounter at 20 with
invoking the name of Jesus. I am not surprised that both Jesus and Mary Magdalene served as my direct
representation of the Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine and have proved to be my strongest guides in this
lifetimeâ€¦. To really understand who Mary isâ€¦ I ask you to open your mind and allow information to flow to
you. I understand that many of you who will read this have preconceived notions and also family of origin
teachings and also religious teachings handed down to you which you hang on to. It is quite alright if you
doâ€¦ I have had to do alot of sitting with information that I was taught and become open and ask myselfâ€¦. Is
this a belief I was taught and does this resonate with me? I have come to many a new understanding and belief
in allowing myself to be open and see what resonates with me and sits well within in my being. With this
being said.. I have come to understand that I am part of the lineage of Mary Magdalene. Mary Magdalene was
Mary of Magdala her hometown, a village on the shore of the Sea of Galilee She is also confused and lumped
into several of the biblical stories of Mary, such as Mary the sister of Martha and the brother of Lazurus. The
title of Virgin was often bestowed upon sexually active Goddesses. Perhaps Mother Mary was a temple
priestess, thus making Jesus or Yeshua a divine child. There is even stronger evidence that Mary Magdalene
was a temple priestess, so perhaps this is the true connection between Mother Mary and Mary Magdalene.
This divine marriage rite practiced was called the hieros gamos and as you can see here it is representative of
the alchemic elements and signifies the Star of David. Four pieces of Gospel evidence strongly point to Mary
Magdalene as a temple priestess of the Goddess. In either case, two threads of strong symbolism link the name
Magdalene to contemporary Goddess worship. It is a sacred ceremony allowing us to see that we are
connected to Cosmic Creation and of course Mother Earth. We learned that our creation power and menstrual
flow have powerful and medicinal medicine and healing power. I am so honored and blessed to be a Priestess
and a teacher and a keeper of the Holy Grail and the sacred teachings of the Goddess. This is the work of a
Holy Priestess. The Divine work of Mary Magdalene. The Divine work of the Goddess. As we exited the age
of Pisces, which was the age of the unhealthy male, The age of unhealthy Patriarchal rule. We now entered
into the age of Aquarius, which is represented by the woman holding the cisterns of water. This is the age of
washingâ€¦. It is the age of the Goddess a time for The Matriarchal. It is a time for us to bring back the age of
balance. Women restore and create so it is no wonder why this time has come. The time has come not for
women to hurt and dominate and discourage menâ€¦ The time has come for women to love, and empower and
encourage men to make the journey for balance. The men and women to come together in balance. A balance
of the Masculine and Feminine Divine within. What an exciting time to be living! Mary Magdalene is a
Divine Master, pertaining to the Priestess initiations into the sacred teachings of the Goddess. Her diverse
heritage and true spiritual purpose is what makes Mary Magdalene so unique. A temple priestess who
bestowed the power of the Goddess on those she initiated, Mary was also an apostle and consort of Jesus, and
the Judean mission in the heart of the land where the Jerusalem Temple lay. Mary Magdalene works with the
grid changes of the Earth that support our etheric reconnection to Lemuria and Atlantis. In doing this she
supports the Earth and the rapid ascension process of our corresponding body and consciousness back into the
5th dimension. Her other main endevour is to support the heaing process currently occuring the East,
specifcally working to ease the pain arising from conflict issues within and between the Middle East and the
West. In this unique template, the following symbols provide significant information in fully understanding
the role of Mary Magdalene: The Crystal Skull â€” holds the sacred key to the mysteries of St John and the
Lemurian teachings of alchemy and etheric healing. The Cave â€” symbolises going into the Earth or womb of
the Goddess, as well as retreating into oneself, seeking a place of introversion. The Candle â€” reresents Mary
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Magdalene as holding the Light for others. The darkness of her skin â€” reflects her ethnic and spiritual
background as well as personification of the Black Madonna. The Snake and Chalice â€” represent the sacred
practices and teachings of the kundalini and its alchemical healing and enlightenment powers, bestowed
within the body and consciousness to enable one to evolve, awaken, ascend and embody the cosmic or
celestial lightbody system; the Christ Body. Sacred Symbol of Activation of the sacred lineage I hope you
enjoyed your time here reading and celebrating this sacred time of clarity and understanding. If this
information resonates with you perhaps you would love to come and be a part of our Goddess Community and
take part in some of our Goddess Workshops.
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Chapter 9 : Priestess Rising â€“ A 21 Day Online Practice | Kundalini Dance
"The Inner Priestess Awakening program is a journey all woman should take. You will see life with new eyes and it's
beautiful. Each day I was greeted with a visually stunning email that guided me home.

The archetypes are central to our lives, how we mother, how we partner with those we are intimate with and
how we partner with life. Their aliveness within us determines how sexually magnetic and open we are and the
depths of how much we can give and receive love. The are the essence of our creativity and vision. I have seen
how I have gone through different phases of initiation over my life time. Different phases of life, being
marked by empowerments through the different archetypes. Each archetype moving through my life giving me
access to different aspects of feminine power. The Tantric Priestess The initiation of the tantric priestess took
primary stage for me, over the course of about two decades, exploring divine union and receiving her gifts of
ecstatic tantric empowerment, the priestess gave me the template of being a guide to others to reach divine. In
her shadow I faced her aloneness, her connection with Divine so deep yet her connection with others
remaining aloof. The Priestess can be put on a pedestal and then become untouchable. She, like all women,
aches for love, to be loved and cared for and to love and care for. She was my gateway through the valley of
death that took me through the initiation into the Wild Woman, the woman who needed to break down the
structures of who she thought she was in order to become more fully herself. The Priestess becomes the Queen
when she has come out of hiding. She has released her fear of being tortured or killed for embodying Shakti as
a sacred force. Her inner wild woman has supported her to move through all the places she has stayed small or
held onto sexual shame. She has taken off her cloak of invisibility and allows her mystical self to be seen in
her community embodying her full radiant, Sacred Shakti presence. The Shakti Queen has embodied all the
archetypes and she does not lead from a need to be revered, or looked up to. She knows to have a balanced
culture everyone needs to take their unique place in the circle. She guides others to find their unique gifts so
that they to can take their place in the circle. She has come into her own inner authority, she knows because
she knows and is a womb centred woman, guided by her instinctual, primal feminine knowing. So many
women have become over masculinised and emotionally armoured in order to survive and to make it in the
world. Embodying Shakti Queen is an initiation into the Great Softening, where we learn to claim, celebrate,
and most importantly learn how to use our soft feminine power to bring grace and joy into our relationships,
families and careers. I have spent the last nine months teaching this work, three rounds of the cycle online, live
in a seven day retreat in Bali having just completed a six week series with an incredible group of priestesses in
Melbourne. It has been an incredible journey and i am feeling so passionate about this exploration embodying
and unleashing these six main erotic archetypes is so empowering to say the least. I will be continue to deepen
into and share this exploration throughout this year. Both live and online. I am calling this work Embodying
Erotic Divinity, and am so exited to share this dance retreat this year in Salt Spring Island, Canada in early
July and in Melbourne, Australia in late July and in London, UK and Slovenia in September the year as well
as offering another round of the work online. If you are feeling called, you can check out the links to the event
pages for events in your area. Here are the links for the upcoming events:
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